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Introduction
Crisis Definition
Homelessness in the United States has been a national issue for decades. However, it has recently
turned into a crisis as more families and individuals are found living on the streets. The homeless
community, also referred to as the houseless community, primarily suffers from a lack of “a
fixed, regular, and adequate nighttime residence” [1], which leads to a multitude of problems
concerning affected individuals, residents, as well as the government.
According to an article by CNBC [2], 600 thousand Americans were unhoused in 2020, with no
more than a 10% improvement since 2007. It’s evident that the COVID-19 pandemic had a big
impact on the constant increase of the number of unhoused individuals since 2020. However,
numerous other reasons that date to well before the pandemic have fueled that increase. From an
economic point of view, poverty is certainly the number one cause of homelessness, driven by
stagnant wages, unemployment and lack of affordable housing. From a systemic point of view,
it’s the lack of healthcare access, mental health and substance abuse support, as well as
correctional services and child welfare that top the list of reasons that lead to houselessness.
Another aspect would be the social aspect, where racial inequality and domestic conflict play
their part in the homelessness crisis.
Large agglomerations are, in general, more prone to comprise homeless individuals as they offer
more resources than rural towns. Public transportation, social service offices, food banks, soup
kitchens, night shelters and hostels, charity shops, public toilets and showers, safety and
wellbeing patrols, are all clustered in cities and large towns and are enticing to the houseless
community. Big cities such as New York City, Los Angeles, and Miami became beacons to
houseless individuals looking for support, which explains why the top three states with the
highest percentage of homeless people in 2022 are California, New York and Florida in that
order [3]. It wasn't until 2015 that the Portland City Council declared the homeless situation a
citywide emergency in Portland Oregon, and Multnomah County and the City of Portland
created the Joint Office of Homeless Services.

Crisis Solution
Permanent housing and wraparound services are the key to ending the homelessness crisis
plaguing the country. According to the “Coalition for the homeless” [4], studies have
consistently confirmed that long-term housing assistance reduces the houseless population. The
coalition also mentions three housing-based policies that have proven to be effective in reducing
the number of individuals living on the streets: federal housing assistance, permanent supportive
housing, and the “housing first” policy. What these three policies all have in common is that they
all prioritize providing at risk citizens or citizens who are already affected by homelessness with
stable residences.
In fact, it is that stability that allows houseless individuals to take the reins of their lives back in
hand and progress. It allows for healthier individuals, both mentally and physically, and with
constant wraparound support such as meals, education, and employment services, houseless
individuals are more likely to succeed in breaking their pattern of being out on the streets.
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The Office of Disease Prevention and Health Promotion (ODPHP) states that “chronic disease is
more common among people who are […] homeless” [5], and the death rate is 9 times more
elevated within the homeless community than within the general population. Studies also show
that children who are faced with housing instability are more likely to develop behavioral
problems, and thus perform less well in school and even drop out, making it hard for those who
grow up homeless to break out of their poverty cycle, proving that stable housing is key.

Objective
In this report, we are aiming to find the best construction alternative to provide housing to the
homeless community of Multnomah County in Oregon. The goal is to identify the most
beneficial construction process through an economic analysis. In conjunction with existing
projects such as “Safe Rest Villages” that are working on offering services and solutions, the
plan is to reduce the county’s houseless population by 50% over a time period of 10 years.
The analysis includes gathering data about the community, but also calculating the costs and
benefits of three alternatives - 3D Printed houses, tiny homes, and prefabricated houses -, as well
as identifying funding opportunities and budgets, and calculating and comparing the present
worth value of our alternative under different circumstances and scenarios.

Geography and Demographic
Homelessness is a national issue that is impacting Portland and many other cities. Portland has
fewer people experiencing homelessness than other large cities [7], but, due to a lack of shelter
availability for those in need, the unsheltered population is more visible in the city [6]. The
federal review found 35 people in Oregon experiencing homelessness per 10,000 people [8].
According to the annual point-in-time (PIT) estimates from January of 2020, the review found
14,655 people experiencing homelessness across the state and Oregon also had one of the highest
rates of unhoused people who were living unsheltered, tied for second place with Nevada. Both
states saw 61%of their homeless population living outdoors. Only California had a higher rate.
[8]. The economic fallout from the pandemic has put hundreds of thousands on the brick of
eviction. Which could cause a sharp rise in homelessness across the state especially the
Multnomah County and Portland City downtown [8].

Figure 1: Statistics on Oregon Homelessness [8]
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Based on the Point in Time survey, estimates of the homeless population by county has resulted
that Multnomah County is experiencing the highest amount of homelessness across the State.
The appendix A the table shows the number of homeless populations by county in Oregon [9].
The 2019 Point-in-time Count shows, in all there are 4015 homeless people on streets who met
HUD’s (U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development) definition of homelessness in
Multnomah County and 2,037 people who were unsheltered, 1,459 people sleeping in emergency
shelter and 519 people in transitional housing [10]. Overall, just over half (50.7%) of HUD
homeless population was unsheltered.

Figure 2: People Counted as HUD homeless, 2019 PIT Count [10]

Demographics
The following table shows Multnomah County PIT count data by number of demographic
categories and figure – shows 2019 point- in-Time Count Demographics Analysis Dashboard.

Figure 3: PIT count data by number of demographic categories [12]
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Safe Rest Villages in Multnomah County
The Joint Office of Homeless Services is a partnership between Multnomah County and the City
of Portland to house, shelter, and provide health care, employment assistance and case
management to people experiencing homelessness [13]. The Joint office Homeless Services
(JOHS) has used Metro Supportive Housing Services Measure (SHS) funding to aid the people
experiencing homelessness [10].
Between July 1 and December 31, 2021, the Joint Office of Homeless Services has put 1,780
people into shelters and helped the people to provide healthcare and employment assistance. The
JOHS has helped most of the homeless people through rental assistance programs and new
affordable housing developments. Both approaches are essential. Housing is just as immediate
and urgent as other strategies, like shelters, to help our neighbors on the streets move off the
streets and into safe, permanent supportive housing [14].
In the year 2021, the Joint office of Homeless Services in the Portland City and Multnomah
County has planned a longer-term proposal to address the homelessness crisis. For this JOHS has
come up with permanent housing like Safe Rest Villages to move the people off the streets for
good. The Federal Funding and revenue from the Metro Supportive Housing Services Measure
has helped JOHS to begin with Safe Rest Villages to serve tens of thousands of people every
year [15].
Safe Rest Villages will have not only homes but also comes with a range of services and program
models being employed to address houselessness [15].
The JOHS is not limited to Safe Rest Villages to address the crisis but also adding additional
shelter capacity, such as village-style and motel shelters along with more outreach workers, more
behavioral health resources, and more rental assistance resources to house people [16]. These
projects are already in place and helping the homeless people to make a difference in their lives
[16].

Figure 4 : The SRV model [15]
The above figure 4 shows the model plan for Safe Rest Villages. They are basically temporary,
managed outdoor shelters (but not like tents) for Portlanders experiencing houselessness [17]. As
6

mentioned earlier the Safe Rest Villages provide various services such as basic and necessary
hygiene, and access to behavioral health services as in figure 5.

Figure 5: Safe Rest Villages - Service Priorities [16]
As you see in the figure 6 below, the map shows JOHS identified Safe Rest Villages Locations in
Multnomah County. They are geographically spread around the city intentionally, because the
services and stability offered by the JOHS can be served to the homeless people where they are
[18]. Meeting the people where they are helps people emotionally so this element helps in the
success of the villages. The appendix 4, has exact locations of Safe Rest Villages in the County.

Figure 6: SRV locations in Multnomah County [18]

Funding
In order to support the project, capital is needed, both to launch and maintain the construction
efforts among others. In 2021, the City of Portland and Multnomah County pledged 1 billion
dollars over the next 10 years towards resolving the homeless crisis. Based on the Joint Office of
Homeless Services’ previous years’ budget breakdown – (see appendix 5 [19]) – we have
determined that 40% of that budget will go towards housing itself, whereas the other 60% will
cover services such as employment services, healthcare, safety on the streets, storage and
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hygiene units, and cleanups etc, leaving us with 400 million dollars to build houses. It is that
number that will be taken into consideration in our economic analysis, as it is a constant number.
There are other sources of funding that can also support this project but that will not be added to
our calculations as they can be volatile. The first one is the “Supportive Housing Services Tax'',
also known as the “Metro Tax”, which was approved in May of 2020. The implementation of this
tax would generate 2.5 billion US dollars over the span of the next 10 years starting 2021, and is
renewable by Portland voters at the end of that time period [20]. This tax would only affect the
wealthier tier of Portland residents as well as the most profitable businesses, and the earnings
would go toward solving the homelessness crisis. With the constant economic issues brought up
by the COVID-19 pandemic, the 2.5 billion US dollars projected budget is currently under
debate.
The rest of the possible monetary sources that can be utilized to fund the project come from the
project itself. On average, a chronically homeless individual will cost the taxpayer $35,578 per
year [21]. By calculating the savings obtained from housing homeless people and by reinvesting
that sum back into the housing program, we can ensure a steady positive cashflow. In addition,
the more individuals are off the streets, into the program, then graduating into independent
living, the more houses will become vacant with time. These homes can be recycled, becoming
low-rent accommodations, and bringing in their own income, which can be redirected into
fueling the support resources that would still be in place to ensure that graduates of the housing
program can still receive the services they need to maintain their non-homeless status.

Alternatives
3D Printed Houses
3D printing technologies, also called additive manufacturing, have emerged as modern
manufacturing methods in the past decade. The idea behind the process consists of layers of
material stacked one above another with an automated robotic arm. 3D printing applications
extend from customized plastic artworks to rocket componentry manufacturing.
The use of new technologies to automate processes could be a game changer in the construction
industry, one of the least digitized sectors in the world. 3D printing could be the solution to build
homes faster, stronger, and at a fraction of regular costs. This technology has the potential to
change millions of lives and give shelter to thousands of people on the streets.
The benefits behind 3D printing are visible. Larger 3D printing arms are required to build houses
that can be customized and shaped according to the user’s needs. The use of UV-curable
synthetic stone materials makes these buildings strong and durable. In addition, a house can be
printed in one or two days, making this method a disruptive option to solve larger scale
programs.
A few companies are currently exploring the implementation of 3D printing into construction.
Mighty Buildings [22], for instance, offers modern, customizable houses that can be
manufactured in less than 24 hours. In Xinhua, China, a government project is building detached
houses that are 3D printed with cement and construction waste. They are able to lower the costs
as much to $5000 per house [23]. Another project, Community First Village by New Story and
Icon, goes one step further in 3D Printing construction. They are building next-generation
communities for homeless people in several parts of the world [24]
8

Figure 7: 3D printed house at Community First Village in Mexico1
“When 1.6 billion people don’t have safe shelter, we don’t need more normal. We need more
breakthroughs.” Brett Hagler, CEO of New Story. The mission of this San Francisco’s Non Profit
is to help one million people to get out of the streets by 2030 has ignited the advancement of 3D
printed housing [25]. This project had a joint effort with Icon, an architecture studio that designs
modern houses that are completely made with additive manufacturing methodologies.
Some capabilities of 3D printing construction are associated with increased manufacturing speed
and a decrease in manual labor cost. In terms of materiales, 3D printing concrete is a well
understood, affordable, resilient material with a high thermal mass, to bring comfort & energy
efficiency. The process is also a particular characteristic of this technology, where 3D printing
produces a continuous, unbroken thermal envelope for insulation. With the use of this
technology, a single technology replaces systems like foundation, structure, insulation, interior &
exterior sheathing, moisture barrier, and finished surfaces [25].

Advantages

Disadvantages

Quick Assembly & low maintenance: A
single panel replaces up to eight layers of
traditional
construction materials and
associated trade coordination. [22]

Printing a house in place vs in the factory.
There is still a cost associated with
transportation of houses.

Instead of doing their printing onsite as other
Durability: Stone material is combined with companies have done, Mighty Buildings does
steel, so it lasts for decades and is 100% its printing in their factory, which Sam tells
compliant for fire resistance.
me saves significant time in setup and tear
down, [22]

1

Community First Village is a 400 sqft project developed by Icon and New Story to provide permanent housing to
500 unsheltered families in Mexico over a 50 acre land. [25]
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High thermal resistance: Using high density Finishing, roof and other details can take up
insulation provides energy savings and to a week.
compliance with the most strict energy codes. Each house is printed individually.
Sustainability: By printing only what is Cannot be produced in bulk. I t need to be
needed, houses are produced with almost zero fabricated one at a time
waste using local materials.
Require large space of terrain to fabricate
Accessibility: They can be manufactured in
every place where the 3D printing machine is 3D printing machines are subject to stop or
fail. They have a moderately low lifecycle (5
installed.
years at full capacity). High skilled
High quality results. [22]
maintenance is required every year. [25

Table 1: Advantages and disadvantages of 3D printed houses

Tiny Homes
Tiny homes are defined by the size of the dwelling which Oregon Small Home Specialty Code
(OSHSC) defines as up to 400 square feet. While the square footage and amenities can vary
greatly between units, a typical tiny home would include all of the comforts associated with a
normal sized home just in a smaller footprint. The most basic tiny homes would be a
semipermanent structure that is large enough to fit a cot and a small amount of storage, offering
protection from the elements and safety from the environment with a secure dwelling. Tiny
homes can be built on trailers limited to 8’6” wide, which is the main factor in the 400 square
foot designation. Trailers offer the flexibility to move the house from location to location without
the need to rebuild if the need to relocate arises. The construction of a tiny home is typically on
site, using standard construction techniques and equipment that require no capital investments in
new technologies or facilities to fabricate.
Tiny homes have several advantages over full sized homes including reduced footprint, reduced
cost, and significantly reduced construction time. The smaller footprint allows for multiple units
to be placed in a single location that would otherwise be reserved for a single house. The smaller
size of the units results in shorter construction time which reduces labor cost, significantly lower
material costs, and smaller construction crews required to complete each house. The reduced
construction materials required for each home alleviates some of the environmental burdens that
a traditional home consumes with the additional resources used while still providing the same
comforts. Typical tiny homes use about 7% of the energy consumption of a traditional house
resulting in smaller utility bills and a smaller carbon footprint. Smaller crew sizes allow the
projects to move forward in a labor constrained market that would otherwise get stalled out by
not having the necessary workforce. Tiny homes offer a practical solution to individuals trying to
rebuild their life and not be overwhelmed by the need to upkeep a regular sized home, making
them an ideal solution to reduce homelessness.
The cons of tiny homes include space restrictions, subject to mold, and zoning restrictions. While
the size of a tiny home has many advantages, the main disadvantage is limited storage space,
smaller room sizes, including kitchen and bathrooms, and limited entertaining space. The small
10

square footage won’t allow for a full-size kitchen and the small overall space means the whole
house will be filled with the aromas of the meal. The small bathroom can cause excess moisture
to accumulate which can quickly lead to an outbreak of mold that gets out of control quickly. If
built on a trailer, a tiny home will require a large truck in order to relocate which could hinder the
ability of most people to move them. And finally, the zoning rules and regulations surrounding
tiny homes make it difficult to get the necessary permits for building and financing the
structures. When considering a tiny home as a suitable alternative to a typical home, these
disadvantages need to be reviewed before the final decision is made.

Advantages

Disadvantages

Reduced Energy Consumption: Both in Space constraints: Limited storage, small
construction materials and the average 7% kitchen, bathroom, and bedroom
energy usage lead to a lower carbon footprint.
Subject to mold: Excess moisture in the
Small Construction Team: Reduced size bathroom can build up and quickly escalate to
requires smaller workforce to complete the the whole house.
projects, beneficial in a constrained market.
Zoning and Permits: Obtaining necessary
Transportable: Tiny Homes are often built on permits for construction makes financing
trailer which allow flexibility in location.
difficult.
Table 2: Advantages and disadvantages of Tiny Homes

Prefabricated Houses
Prefabricated houses, often known as prefab homes, are built in advance off-site and then
shipped and constructed on-site. Although the prefab homes aren't a brand-new concept, it's
actually evolved and expanded within the past few decades to become a viable path to
homeownership for folks of all economic backgrounds, in each part of the country, and with
variable style inclinations [26]. When you hear the term ready-made house (often shortened to
prefab), it refers to a sort of building construction instead of a selected variety of houses. Prefab
homes are engineered off-site and so transported to and assembled at a final destination.
There are three types of Prefabricated homes. The first being manufactured homes. They are
built on a steel frame in a distant home building facility and then delivered to the final
destination where they are installed on a solid foundation. Because the houses are constructed
off-site, they are subject to the federal Department of Housing and Urban Development's
building and safety regulations.
The second type is modular homes. They are structures built up of several components built
off-site but don't join together until they arrive at the final construction site. As a result, instead
of following federal legislation, modular dwellings must follow municipal construction and
zoning codes. The modules that make up these structures are made of the same materials as
traditional houses and may be positioned end-to-end, stacked, or side-by-side once assembled (a
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crane is required for assembly). These homes can be huge, entirely adjustable, and architecturally
diverse, and the modular portions may make up the entire building or a portion of it.
Finally, there are mobile homes. Truly, mobile homes are trailers on wheels that can be dragged
by a vehicle. This is where the majority of Tiny Houses fall. Mobile houses are also entirely
created in a facility and, because they are on wheels, do not always have a fixed location. As a
result, they're classified as personal property rather than homes, and they must be licensed by the
Department of Motor Vehicles and follow its building and safety regulations.

Advantages

Disadvantages

Affordability: Prefabricated homes
cheaper than stick-built homes.

are Transportation and Assembly: There is a
considerable cost factor involved in the
manufacturing
and
transportation
of
Energy Efficiency: Prefab homes are designed prefabricated homes. Also, the contractor
in such a way that they conserve energy
needs to have a special licensing to assemble
these homes.
Fast construction and less waste: Since these
homes are built in a factory, the waste Buying land: One has to keep in mind that
generated from manufacturing one home can prefabricated homes do not come with the
be used to build the next home. And since price of land included, like stick-up homes.
they are built off-site and manufactured in the One has to buy land separately, which can be
factory, the process is faster as compared to costly depending on the type of land. [26]
the stick-up homes. [26]
Table 3: Advantages and disadvantages of prefabricated houses

Estimation of Costs
To evaluate the different alternatives of this project, a cost analysis was conducted. We started
from a series of assumptions in our model that are related to the objectives of this project. Then .
We built a distribution model of the houses to be built over the period of time of the project. As a
third step, we built a cash flow with the typical construction costs of fabrication for each
alternative, along with the overall land and utilities cost. We use a Per Unit Model [27] to
estimate the cost variables in terms of the area of the houses (sq ft). Finally, the total area to be
covered every year was multiplied by the Per Unit Model Cash Flow.

Initial Assumptions
Our estimates were based on historical Houselessness Data in Oregon. The proposed project
aims to build houses that can shelter the population in vulnerability and include them in a
recovery program of 1 year. After this period of time, participants that successfully complete the
program are “graduated” and are reallocated to their own future home.
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Variable

Quantity

Unit

Initial number of permanent unsheltered individuals

4000

people

Project Length

10

years

County Budget

$400

Millions USD

Project Goal (reduction houselessness)

50%

reduction

Graduation Rate per year

75%

people

House distribution

10%
90%

family homes
single homes

Number of houses to be built

600

houses

Table 4: Initial Assumptions for Cost Estimation

Unit Economics of the Alternatives
Alternative 1: 3D Printed Housing
This economic analysis takes into consideration the acquisition of two 3D printing machines to
build semi-permanent housing for xxx people by 2032.
Initial Investment: the 3D printers are fabricated and imported from China with capability to
build up to 4 houses per week with a maximum quality factor of 90%, and an average efficiency
of 75%. Printers have an economically useful life of 5 years, at which point they lose 100% of
their value.
Present Market Value

$4,000,000.00

Economic Life

5 years

O&M Annual Expenses

$20,000.00

Estimated MV at the end of
5 years

$0.00

Table 5: Capital Investment of 3D printing

Description
Materials

Costs includes cement, roof, finishing,
electrical and water connections

Cost [$ / sq ft]
22.00
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Labor Cost

2 Operators for 3D printers

14.22

Maintenance

Costs related to fixing the house unit

0.44

Logistics

3D printers allocation, cleaning land

1.32

TOTAL

FABRICATION ONLY

37.99

Land

350 sq ft per person for individual
houses, 600 sq ft for family houses

26.70

Utilities

Includes electricity, water, maintenance
of common areas

3.25

TOTAL

FABRICATION + LAND + UTILITIES

67.93

Table 6: Unit Costs for 3D printed houses

Alternative 2: Tiny Houses
This breakdown of costs details all associated costs with building tiny homes on site including
land costs. Each tiny home is designed to house between one and three individuals. No initial
capital investment required since all construction occurs onsite with traditional methods and
those costs are already included in the fabrication costs.

Description

Cost [$ / sq ft]

Materials

Includes materials to build related with
the house, roof, insulation, and trailer

107.20

Labor Cost

High skilled and low skilled labor

26.80

Maintenance

Paint, mold, corrosion, and minor
upkeep

0.88

Logistics

Transportation of materials, waste
management, transportation of house

12.50

TOTAL

FABRICATION ONLY

147.99

Land

200 sq ft per person for individual
houses, 400 sq ft for family houses

26.70

Utilities

Includes electricity, water, maintenance
of common areas

3.25

TOTAL

FABRICATION + LAND + UTILITIES

177.33
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Table 7: Unit Costs for Tiny houses

Alternative 3: Prefabricated Houses
This economic analysis of this alternative considers the acquisition of one manufacturing unit
used to manufacture the prefab homes. Initial Investment: prefabricated homes can take up to
6-18 weeks to complete, from manufacturing to the final destination and assembly.

Present Market Value

$5,000,000.00

Economic Life

10 years

O&M Annual Expenses

$0

Estimated MV at the end of
10 years

$0.00

Table 8: Capital Investment of Manufacturing Unit

Description

Cost [$ / sq ft]

Materials

Includes materials to assemble
prefabricated modules, raw material

44.00

Labor Cost

Operators for Manufacturing Unit and
Assemblers

38.00

Maintenance

Paint, mold, corrosion, and minor
upkeep

0.64

Logistics

Transportation of houses

40.00

TOTAL

FABRICATION ONLY

122.64

Land

200 sq ft per person for individual
houses, 400 sq ft for family houses

26.70

Utilities

Includes electricity, water, maintenance
of common areas

3.25

TOTAL

FABRICATION + LAND + UTILITIES

152.59

Table 9: Unit Costs for Prefabricated Houses
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Given that each alternative will primarily differ on the size and capacity of the houses, the
estimates above correspond to a 3D printed house using present costs for to 2022.
Given the technology of 3D printed houses is fairly cheaper on a Per Unit basis, we also assumed
that the sizes of the houses were the same as those found in the market, and we based our
calculations with those estimates. The Figure below shows the sizes of the houses for this
project.

Figure 8: Cost per houses and Sizes

Housing Distribution Model
In order to achieve the goal of decreasing permanent houselessness in a period of 10 years, we
developed a model to emulate the change of people on the streets year by year. For this model we
took into consideration the following factors: the initial amount of people on the street
(permanent houseless only), a natural increase of 3% of houseless population, the total amount of
unique people served in this program, and the rate of graduation of people in our program
(people who stay in the housing program for only one year).

Figure 9: Screenshot of Housing Distribution Model
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After running several iterations of the model , our current project was able to benefit 3150 people
on the street over a period of 10 years, reducing permanent houselessness by 52%. This was
achieved by building 60 houses per year with a total of 600 houses by the end of year 10. A
detailed analysis of the distribution model is found in the “ETM 535 Team Project Housing
Alternatives” Spreadsheet.

Benefits
This section will cover the social and economic benefits associated with providing safe, clean
housing to the homeless population of Multnomah County. The benefits far outweigh the costs
and also meet the social and moral obligation to provide the minimum basic human needs like
food, water, clothing, sleep and shelter. A study done by National Alliance to End Homelessness
has shown an average taxpayer cost of $35,578 for each chronically homeless person [21].
Another study showed that Medicaid paid $1,626 per month in total claims while homeless, with
a reduction to $899 per month after a year in housing [28]. With a majority vote in 2020,
Portlanders agreed that something needed to be done to support housing services to prevent and
reduce homelessness in the metro area, Measure 26-210 was passed [29]. The initial cost to enact
a program such as this one may seem high, but evidence overwhelmingly suggests that the
benefits far outweigh the initial investment in our fellow neighbors.
The homeless population not only deals with housing insecurity, basic necessities like food,
hygiene, and sleep become far more difficult without housing. By instituting a program that
provides these basic human needs, Portland will not only solve the issues of homelessness
locally, but will provide a model that other metro areas can incorporate into their homelessness
initiatives. These services will also help grow and develop the program further by gaining unique
perspectives from qualified candidates by truly understanding the issues faced. Understanding
the limitations currently in place, knowing how to address roadblocks in the system which
prevent widespread adoption of the available rehabilitation programs, and helping to resolve
them will result in a more robust system capable of reaching a larger audience. Bringing to light
the challenges faced by the homeless population will eliminate any stigmas associated with the
current situation and bring more necessary resources to the cause.
The economic impact of this population returning to a normal housing situation will result in less
taxpayer spending on law enforcement, homeless camp cleanups, and rehabilitation programs.
While the homeless crowd represents only 3% of Portland's total population, they represented
52% of the total arrests made in 2017, costing the county $1.8 million [30]. A single homeless
camp cleanup can cost the city as much as $18,347, only to have the problem return as soon as
they move on to the next camp[31]. The nonstop calls to make complaints about camps and calls
to police to report crimes put a strain on an already overwhelmed system, resulting in less
resources to handle other issues the city faces.
By rehabilitating this population, it will allow them to rejoin the community, make contributions,
give back, and participate in solving the problem. Obtaining employment will completely reverse
the burden on the taxpayer and they will be contributing, rather than costing the system money.
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Project Evaluation
Present Worth Analysis
As part of this project, we have chosen Present Worth analysis to compare three alternatives
mentioned above to find the better housing alternative by considering initial investments and
annual costs. We have assumed that the cash flows are deterministic and they occur at the end of
each period of time analyzed. We have come up with building 600 homes over 10 years with a
Social Discount Rate at 10% (which is a discount rate for government projects).

Figure 10: Cash Flow of 3 alternatives at 600 houses
From the results of the net present value analysis above, All the alternatives are attractive but the
alternative 3D printing provides less negative PW with minimum costs when compared with
other alternatives, so it is better economically. At the same time, we have used only 30%
capacity (or Technology efficiency) of the 3D printed technology for building 600 homes and the
construction area of individual and family houses are much bigger by using 3D printing at lesser
cost than other alternatives.
3D printing Technology helps to build massive homes and since this project is only in
Multnomah County building 600 homes could be sufficient to accommodate 50% homelessness
but if we consider the state project, or large-scale projects we need a larger number of homes. In
this case, we have calculated the PW for building 1600 homes by utilizing the 80% capacity of
3D technology. From the results of present worth analysis as shown in the table below, we have
seen that the PW of 3D technology is far better than other alternatives for larger scale projects as
well.
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Figure 11: Cash Flow of 3 alternatives at 1600 houses

Cost-Benefit Analysis
A cost benefit analysis is typically used to determine the profitability of a project, in our case it
was used to inform the population how beneficial this program can be to the county budget. The
average homeless individual puts a significant burden on the county budget by costing on
average $35,578 per year, but these costs are significantly reduced after a year in housing. By
using the present worth of the estimated tax liability as the benefit versus the present worth of the
cost of construction of the homes, we are able to calculate the benefit cost ratio of each housing
alternative. While 3D printed houses and prefabricated houses both have initial capital
investment costs, the tiny homes are able to be built without any upfront capital. The 3D printed
houses have the lowest per unit cost, followed by prefabricated houses, and finally tiny homes.
With 600 houses built over a 10 year period, 3D printed houses have the highest BCR indicating
the best option, followed by tiny homes, and then prefabricated houses. When the volume is
increased to 1600 units the overall BCR is reduced, but remains greater than 1.0 indicating a
positive benefit. Another interesting result of the increased units is that premanufactured homes
switched to the second best option due to the reduced per unit cost and the upfront investment
being distributed over a larger number of houses. Overall 3D printed homes remained the best
option regardless of the number of units built based on the study of these three alternatives. The
BCRs of the three options illustrate any choice made results in an overwhelmingly positive
benefit both to the community and budget.
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Figure 12: Benefit - Cost Ratio of Alternatives

Conclusions
Result analysis
The above analysis clearly shows that 3D printing is the best alternative because of the greater
present worth. If the manufacturing capacity is kept at 30%, the best alternative will be 3D
printing followed by tiny homes and then prefabricated homes. But if there is a situation where
the manufacturing capacity needs to be increased by 80%, then the first best alternative will still
be 3D printing followed by prefabricated homes and then tiny homes. These conclusions were
drawn from the present worth analysis above. Hence even if the manufacturing capacity
increases, the best alternative remains the same. The economic advantage of the 3D printing
homes is that there is only an initial investment needed i.e., the 3D printing machine. More
houses can be built at a faster pace due to the machine’s faster productivity.

Study limitations
The analysis in this research is done before tax and that does not take into consideration the
depreciation or inflation. We have considered that the same number of houses will be built
throughout the length of the project i.e., 10 years’ time frame. But one can research more and
may find a different solution for example to manufacture more homes initially and then reduce
the production. We have performed the economic analysis based on the historical homelessness
data. There might be a huge difference in numbers after the pandemic or in future due to any
social and economic reasons. Homelessness population might increase or decrease in the future
that needs to be taken into consideration while performing analysis.

Future Work
Homelessness problem is growing everywhere. This analysis can further be expanded to broader
geographical areas instead of just Multnomah County. This can also be looked at as a housing
market solution. The demand for houses is growing exponentially, and 3D printing technology
can be used to address that. There is a need for emergency shelters in the area where there is a
natural disaster. And 3D printing technology can be used to help in those situations. In the end,
3D printing technology can also be used for the refugee crisis solution. So, it can be treated as
temporary ethical shelters before final refugee placements.
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Appendices
Appendix 1: 3D printing Housing Projects
Company: NA
Location: Xinhua, China.
Quantity/time: 10 houses in 24
hours
Materials: Cement and
construction waste.
Estimate Cost: $5000.
Type: Detached houses
Interior Area: NA
Company: Mighty Houses
Location: United States.
Quantity/time: 1 houses in less
than 24 hours
Materials: Custom materials.
Estimate Cost: $10000.
Type: Customizable houses
Interior Area: 350 sqft
Company: New Story
Location: United States.
Quantity/time: 1 houses in 24
hours
Materials: Lavacrete
Estimate Cost: $6,000-$8,000.
Type: Village
Interior Area: 400 sqft
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Appendix 2: Estimates of Homeless Population by County
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Appendix 3: 2019 point- in-Time Count Demographics Analysis Dashboard
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Appendix 4: Safe Rest Villages locations in Multnomah County
NE Sunderland - 9827 NE Sunderland Ave.

NW Naito Parkway - 1100 block of NW Naito

27

SE Reedway - SE Reedway two blocks east of SE 104th Ave.

Peninsula Crossing Trail - 6631 N. Syracuse St.

28

Multnomah Village - 2731 SW Multnomah Blvd.

Menlo Park - 12202 E Burnside St

29

Queer Affinity Village - 2185 SW Naito Parkway

Appendix 5: Joint Office of Homeless Services’ budget breakdown
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